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Module 4: Becoming a Layout  Genius

Learning Objectives
By the completion of this module you will be able to:
• choose fonts appropriate to the layout of simple text
• manipulate type to create legible, readable typography
• apply colour tints to text
• lay out a simple invitation to varying dimensions 
• apply styles and basic character and paragraph formats and
• fit copy and format large blocks of text.
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How Do You Choose Type Fonts? 
Typography is an art form and budding designers must try to develop 
a feel for and knowledge of fonts to evoke required responses from the 
reader—be it historical, psychological or emotional.  See Fig. 1

Choice of fonts quickly helps a designer to develop their own style, be it 
classical, casual or cutting edge or a combination. 

Whatever, experimenting, playing with and choosing fonts can be lots of 
fun, so don’t be afraid to be adventurous!

1. Choose Fonts To Suit Content 
Your choice of font ultimately depends on client requirements and  
preference, each job, its purpose and material content. 
• Classy, elegant and formal feel is usually achieved through using fine 

serifs.
• Quirky fonts evoke fun and lighter mood.
• Books requiring large slabs of copy need easy-to-read fonts, likewise 

brochures, newsletters and pamphlets. 
• Magazines, advertisements and posters on the other hand are often 

read in small grabs, so display types and sans and slab serifs are perfect 
for this purpose as they offer more variety and can be played with. 

• Slab and sans serifs also work well when letters are to be reversed out or 
where print is small. 

• Often, designers may choose to select a serif for text and a display font 
for headings to balance effect and legibility.

• Electronic media also has varying requirements. 
• Graphics for television are inevitably sans serifs, usually heavier and are 

often outlined or shadowed. 
• There is a range of fonts design to be web and computer-appropriate 

e.g. Verdana.

Topic 1: Choosing Fonts for Great Designs

Fig.1 Different fonts evoke varying emotional responses

Designers also need to think about how they intend to apply fonts when 
they are choosing a font for a specific task, then check that the chosen 
font family provides the variety they need. 
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Use Several Typefaces 

Combining typefaces brings contrast and differentiation. 

< contrast a serif font for the body text with a sans serif for the header.

E.G. Use Garamond which is traditionally used for body copy and  for the 
header/s either Helvetica Neue or Myriad. See Fig. 2

This Header is in Helvetica Neue14 point
This Header is in Myriad Pro 14 point
This text is in Garamond 12 point

< contrast a serif font for the body text with a sans serif for the header.

E.G. In laying out the PDF version of notes for this course we have chosen:

2. Choose Typefaces Or Fonts That Work  
Well Together
Designers often combine typefaces or fonts for creative effects. 

When combining fonts it is important to make sure that the chosen fonts 
work together. Don’t over mix and always keep in mind the job at hand.

Use One Typeface

E.G. Use a single typeface such as Helvetica Neue, which is a modern  
version of Helvetica. Helvetica Neue comes with a family of fonts of  
varying weights and widths to bring diversity to any design. 

See the range of Helvetica Neue below:

Helvetica Neue Condensed Bold
Helvetica Neue Condensed Black
Helvetica Neue Ultra Light
Helvetica Neue Ultra Light Italic
Helvetica Neue Thin
Helvetica Neue Thin Italic
Helvetica Neue Light
Helvetica Neue Light Italic
Helvetica Neue Regular
Helvetica Neue Italic
Helvetica Neue Medium
Helvetica Neue Medium Italic
Helvetica Neue Bold

Helvetica Neue Bold Italic 

Fig. 2. Example of a logo using  
serif (Garamond) and sans serif 
(Futura Bold) fonts.

URW Bodoni Regular Narrow at 
23 point for the topic headers
Sub heads are Myriad Pro Light at  
18 point and tinted orange.
Myriad Pro Light  at 10 point with leading at 14 point for the body of text.

Both fonts have been chosen for their contemporary feel, clean ‘look’ 
and their clarity and readability.  URW Bodoni T Regular Narrow gives an 
elegant strength to the headers, while Myriad Pro Light is easy to read 
continually and has a family of light, regular, semi-bold, bold, black, italic 
and bold italic  and condensed versions to choose from. 

Imagine how much you would read if our tutorials were in Edwardian script!

Imagine how much you would read if our tutorials were in Edwardian script!

Not only is it difficult to read, the size , even at 12 point is substantially smaller!
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We experimented with several options including Helvetica Neue but opted 
for this combination because both fonts read well onscreen and in print.  
We were inspired by and love the look and legibility of Vanity Fair  
magazine which uses these fonts or equivalent. 
Choose similar fonts from the same historical period.

E.G. Franklin Gothic and Cheltenham

< choose fonts from the same designer.

E.G. Gill Sans and Perpetua

< choose fonts that are opposites.

E.G. Baskerville (traditional) and Myriad (that is warm and friendly)

 

If you wish to add a third style or type, for example a slab font, trial, mix 
and match and audition fonts to ensure that they work well together.

Explore examples on the two links listed below.

To do…
If you want to research typography pairing further, these are great links:

www.typography.com/techniques/

www.creativebloq.com/typography/20-perfect-type-pairings-3132120

3. Applying Upper and Lower case 
When choosing cases, think about what you are trying to convey. Capitals 
are louder while lower case is less formal and generally easier to read in 
larger quantities. A combination of capitals and lower case usually works 
well together. 

Upper Case
• Upper case lettering, otherwise known as Capitals, Caps or Majascules  

are more formal. 
• Capitals represent trustworthiness and authority and traditionally  

headers were always in upper case. 
• Caps command attention and provide a strong presence on stage and 

screen, which is why film titles and credits are often done with them.
• Caps display larger and usually require more spacing between letters.
• Initial letter forms were upper case, in fact Trajan which has derived from 

the letters found on Trajan’s Column is still only provided in upper case. 

This is an Example of Trajan Font, Regular

This is an Example of Trajan Font, Bold

Lower Case
• Lower Case lettering is less formal and is warmer, friendlier and more  

personal. Lower case letters are also closer together, so they save space. 
• Lower case lettering was developed with the advent of books 

when people began to read and lower case lettering evolved to make 
reading easier.

• Lower case letters are often used in logos and identities for a less formal 
‘feel’, depending on the genre. 

E.G. This logo designed originally for a restaurant and catering company 
works well in lowercase.  See Fig. 3. 
www.highlandcreative.com.au/portfolio_page/red-olive-restaurant/ 

Likewise, this logo for a medical centre focuses on the word  ‘family’ in 
lower case gives  a softer and more inviting approach.  See Fig. 4. 
www.highlandcreative.com.au/portfolio_page/mvfamilypractice/

Fig. 3. Example restaurant logo design

Fig. 4. Example medical centre 
logo design

http://www.typography.com/techniques/
http://www.creativebloq.com/typography/20-perfect-type-pairings-3132120
http://www.highlandcreative.com.au/portfolio_page/red-olive-restaurant/
http://www.highlandcreative.com.au/portfolio.php?clntId=132
http://www.highlandcreative.com.au/portfolio_page/mvfamilypractice/
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4. Develop An Understanding Of The Content
Then choose a font which suits the content. 

For example, if you are laying out text for a legal publication, a serif font or 
simple sans serif would be appropriate and it would be inappropriate to 
choose a relaxed font such as Comic Sans. 

Imagine reading through a legal document if it was laid out in 
this informal font, Comic Sans!

Don’t you think it appears more legitimate in Times?

Ask Yourself:
Who Will Read It? 

Be guided by your proposed audience and choose the font accordingly. 

Again, you would not choose a Goth type font for a more formal situation 
such as the previously mentioned legal publication. 

A formal font would not work as well for a child’s fun activity.

Is My Chosen Font Easy To Read?

Will it Fit?

Consider where the font is to be applied. 

If the space is small, then select a lighter font, if larger then a blockier font 
may work well.

How Does It Look?

Trial your chosen font and see if you like how it looks. 

Ask yourself is it strong enough or too strong?

Will It Print As Well As It Looks Onscreen? 

Fonts that are easy to read and look good onscreen may not display nearly 
as well when printed.  

It is a good idea to print it out and review your choice to make sure that 
you are happy with the final result.
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Have you ever looked at a block of text in a newspaper, magazine,  

newsletter or advertisement and thought how good it looks, or noticed how 

easy it is to read? 

As Country & Western singer Dolly Parton was once quoted as having  
said: “It costs a lot of money to look this cheap!”, similarly good design  
and layout takes time and is achieved by considered thought and  
skillful ‘tweaking’!! 

For Example, the above paragraph originally ended with the last word 
‘tweaking’  flowing on to create a single word line, otherwise known as an 
‘orphan’, which is something that we always try to avoid. 

It looked like this:

As Country & Western singer Dolly Parton was once quoted as having 
said: “It costs a lot of money to look this cheap!”, similarly good design and 
layout takes time and is achieved by considered thought and skillful 
‘tweaking’!! 

So we adjusted it by pushing some earlier words onto the next line to 
remove the ‘orphan’ (one word line) and look like this:

As Country & Western singer Dolly Parton was once quoted as having  
said: “It costs a lot of money to look this cheap!”, similarly good design  
and layout takes time and is achieved by considered thought and  
skillful ‘tweaking’!! 

Alternatively, we could highlight the entire paragraph and reduced the 
letter spacing to -5 to make it look like this:

As Country & Western singer Dolly Parton was once quoted as having said: 
“It costs a lot of money to look this cheap!”, similarly good design and layout 
takes time and is achieved by considered thought and skillful ‘tweaking’!! 

“One of the challenges 
frequently encountered  
by graphic designers  
and layout artists is  
fitting copy into  
restricted space.”

Can you see the difference? It is subtle, and although it may seem pedantic,  

perhaps even a minor detail, how you adapt and adjust the seemingly little things 

has a huge impact and makes on your final layout crisp, more professional. 

Having said that, sometimes it is better to leave a word break if by  
removing a break you create an ‘orphan’.

E.G. “Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do 
eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad 
minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex 
ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure dolor in reprehenderit in volup-
tate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occae-
cat cupidatat non proident, sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt mollit anim.”

If I push voluptate onto the next line, anim becomes an orphan!

E.G. “Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do 
eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad 
minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex 
ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure dolor in reprehenderit in  
voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint 
occaecat cupidatat non proident, sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt mollit 
anim.”

Topic 2: Formatting Text – Creating Legible, Readable Typography
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A. Developing Skills in Copyfitting
Fundamental to good designer practice, formatting and laying out text is 
an art form in itself, but one which, if learned and practised, makes all the 
difference to the effectiveness of your final design. 

At this stage of the Course we are primarily concerned with you  
understanding the basics of creating well laid out text and we will come 
back to full layouts in more detail in future modules. 

It is, however, important that you begin to understand these fundamentals 
and apply them to your layouts from now on.

1. Making text legible, easy to read
The primary responsibility of graphic designers today is lay out content 
that looks good and is easy to read. Part of our job is to lead the viewer 
through the content by making our layouts smooth, cohesive and clear. 
Always try to consider the reader. Because we are constantly being bom-
barded with information, the manner in which content is laid out often 
influences whether that content will be read or not.

Well laid out content leads the eye down the page. 

It is also broken down and made more interesting by the application of 
layout techniques such as headers, subheads, pull quotes and dot points, 
and inclusion of graphics and images.

2. Fitting copy into a restricted space 
Another challenge frequently encountered by graphic designers and  
layout artists is fitting copy into a restricted space. Adjusting type  
to fit available space to create legible, readable type is achieved by  
understanding the impact of type size, line length, kerning, tracking and 
leading upon readability. 

Type may be modified to fit a given space by adjusting font size, font  
format, adjusting spaces between individual characters (kerning),  
adjusting spaces between characters in a line or block of type (tracking), 
or adjusting the distance between lines (leading and paragraph spacing). 

As you may have already noticed these processes occur automatically, but 
they can be adjusted individually to suit any requirement and to improve 
the ‘look’ of a layout.

 3. Highlighting content in blocks of text
Remember that well laid out text or copy applies multiple 
techniques.

Ideally, clients will leave you to work through the copy yourself to create 
hierarchies or order of importance. Otherwise establish with the client 
what they prefer and who they wish to target. 

Then work out what you wish to highlight to match form with content.

For layouts with larger blocks of text, read through the content and  
decide what to put as headers, subheads, introduction, pull quotes etc.

Create a grid, as discussed earlier in Part A Module 2.

For large blocks of text, start by making all of the copy the one size—
probably between 9 and 11 point and finally decide on headers and 
subheads, select fonts and enlarge accordingly. 

Create emphasis by adding space above and/or below the header by an 
extra line space or adjusting leading, or alternatively, increase the weight 
by making the heading bolder.

Because of its versatility and varying weight combinations, sans serif fonts  
work well in this instance, as you can combine light with bold, medium 
with extra bold and so forth. Alternatively, change from lower case to  
capitals or small caps, bearing in mind that caps use more space and in 
some instances aren’t as readable. You will need to trust your judgement 
here. 

Changing from roman to italic is less formal, adds movement and creates 
further emphasis in highlighting key phrases.  
You may notice that I use this technique a lot in our tutorials when I want to 

speak to you directly! 
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B. When Developing Layouts Consider: 
1. Job Requirements
The kind of job influences designer decisions in choice of type size and 
measure (line length), while leading varies accordingly. 

Text in an Identity or Logo must reflect the company or product. It must 
also be presented so that it is co-ordinated to fit into a compact unit, often 
accompanying a separate symbol. It must also stand out!

Likewise signage should use easy to read fonts and be clearly laid out.

As magazine articles are usually read in short grabs, their text line length 
is shorter, while an advertisement must immediately capture interest and 
attention. Alternatively, because a novel is read continuously, type size, 
measure and leading are adjusted to suit. With small amounts of copy,  
letter size can be smaller.

2. Font Size 
The size of font used is influenced by many factors and may vary  
according to the font chosen, (there can be substantial variation in display 
size of different typefaces), individual aesthetic, space available, the nature 
of the job and target audience. 

Children’s books have larger lettering. When targeting older people,  
lettering should also be larger to assist reading. 

Type size may be decreased or increased according to space availability 
and the nature of information (I.E. Terms and Conditions and other  
product related information is often displayed in “small print”) taking care 
to ensure legibility.

3. Font Format
Space used is affected if you bold, semi-bold, italicise or bold italicise text. 
Selection of a compressed font, however, reduces space used.

4. Leading
Leading is the spacing between lines that is measured as points from 
baseline to baseline. Standard leading is usually 120% letter size or two 
points greater than the font size. E.G. Text laid out at 10 points usually  
has 12 point leading. Leading may, however, be increased for improved 
legibility or reduced to fit text into a confined space. 

When adjusting leading, it is important that ascenders (tops of characters 
such as h, d, t) don’t fuse with descenders (tails of characters such as g, q, 
y). Leading may be reduced also to enable text fit and for creative effect. 

5. Kerning 
Kerning is the adjustment of spacing between individual letters, while 
tracking is when spacing between all letters of words is adjusted. 

Kerning is applied to create a rhythm that enhances readability of text 
in larger blocks and to improve spacings and to reduce white spaces 
between characters.  
Because it is usually built into type, additional kerning usually does not 
need to be applied when laying out copy or text in smaller point size. 

Some letter combinations may, however, require kerning when lettering is 
enlarged. E.G. Va, Fo, Ta, Av, At, Aw.

With serif fonts, applying kerning is more complex and  if overdone,  
kerning can contribute to illegibility.

We sometimes apply kerning to headers and always when applying drop caps.
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8. Alignment
Aignment is integral to good design. Alignment can make any design 
sharp or sloppy and text easy or difficult to read.

Although bearing in mind that alignment ultimately can be based on 
personal preference, there are aspects to be considered when aligning 
text in layouts. 

(a) Left Alignment 

Left Alignment helps to keep a layout sharp, particularly when laying out 
large blocks of text. 

It is easy to read and helps the eye to scan down the page to find where 
each line begins and to read quickly, which is why we have applied Align 
Left to our course layouts! 

Searching for the beginning of each line right-aligned and centre aligned 
settings in longer passages can be irritating for the reader. 

The only perceived disadvantage to Left Alignment is the irregular  
spacing which appears on the right hand side (Known as “Rag Right”).  
See Fig. 6

Although a matter of taste, we usually prefer to apply Left alignment to most 

of our work as we feel that it gives a crisper, more professional finish. 

(b) Right Alignment

Right Alignment can also be visually appealing to help to keep a layout 
sharp and can look great applied to small amounts of text, particularly in 
stationery and business card design.

As Right Alignment is not as easy to read it is, however, not great applied 
to large blocks of text because our eyes are not as well trained in reading 
from right to left.

Another perceived disadvantage to Right Alignment is the irregular  
spacing which appears on the left hand side, (Known as “Rag Left”).  
See Fig. 6

6. Tracking
Tracking is applied to fit a line or block of text into a given space. 

Properly applied tracking assists in reducing spaces between groups of 
letters to increase or decrease space in a 
line without affecting legibility of the text. 

Tracking is used to reduce the number 
of lines by bringing single words (known in the profession as ‘orphans’) 
back to the previous line ending. Tracking may also be applied to remove 
word breaks (where a word is broken at the end of a line by a hyphen and 
continued at the beginning of the next line). 

Tracking must, however, be carefully applied to avoid uneven text or 
having words that are too loose or too compressed or concertinaed and 
therefore difficult to read, as already discussed.

Tracking may appear to increase or decrease letter sizing as letters are 
compressed or stretched horizontally. 

Tracking may also be used to extend words or lines of text, and can be 
particularly creative in logo design. See Fig. 5

7. Paragraph Spacing
Adjusting paragraph spacing is often one of the quickest ways of  
changing overall space used in large slabs of text and newsletters if  
necessary.  Paragraph spacing can be set in Paragraph Styles and may 
be adjusted by reducing or enlarging spacing here in the control panel or  
palette, as shown below. 

FA I RW A Y S
P R E S T I G E  S E N I O R S  L I V I N G

FAIRWAYS
PRESTIGE SENIORS LIVING

Fig. 5. Tracking was applied to  
expand the fonts giving the logo 
graphic a lighter more open feel.  
See the standard tracking in the  
lower example of Fairways text.
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9. Applying Text Wrap
When text is adjusted to go around an image or shape, it is called ‘Text 
Wrap’, which as you see has been applied to Fig. 7. 

Text Wrap is a useful tool which you will learn to apply in the movie  
tutorials in Topic 5. 

To find Text Wrap in InDesign, go to Window and you will find Text Wrap 
approximately two thirds of the way down. Text Wrap has been applied to  
some figures throughout this tutorial. See Fig. 7

(c) Centre Alignment 

Applied correctly, Centre Alignment can provide visual balance and be 
most effective.  

It works well when applied to Headers and small amounts of text such 
as for invitations and is not advised to be applied to advertisements and 
large blocks of text.

Because Centre Alignment has no definitive beginning and ending it is 
harder on the eye to follow and not as easy to read and therefore is not 
recommended to be applied to larger blocks of text.

More often than not, Centre Alignment doesn’t work as well as Left  
Alignment. Its overuse often reflects an untrained eye, so we suggest that 
it be used sparingly! See Fig. 6

(d) Justified Text

As Justified text is aligned to both sides it is visually compact and can look 
good. It should, however, be applied carefully. 

Although justification does eliminate word breaks, if not used well and 
because word spacings vary from line to line justified text can create large 
rivers of white within the text. Justified text also does not work when  
laying out text in narrow columns because it creates too many word 
breaks, so in this instance it is better to set text Flush Left to avoid this.  
See Fig. 6

Fig. 6. Examples of text alignment

Fig. 7. Example of automatic text wrap.

Fig. 7.   A text 
wrap has been  

applied automatically 
to the visible hexagonal 

frame surrounding this text. 
This inside text is contained  

inside a second smaller  
hexagonal frame with 

the stroke and fill set 
to ‘None’. 
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Applying Indents
Indents indicate the start of a new paragraph 
and can be set by adjusting here in the 
control panel, as displayed in the placeholder  
text used in Fig. 9. Another way to indicate the start of a new paragraph is 
to dispense with the indent and simply widen paragraph spacing.

Consider The Structure Of Chosen Typefaces
Structure of typefaces influence choices also, as leading needs to  
be greater for typefaces with larger x-heights as their ascenders and 
descenders are smaller, making line spaces smaller.

Condensed typefaces also need more leading as do serifed letters if they 
are heavy or bold.

Use Caps Sparingly
Caps are difficult to read, so never set whole paragraphs of text in  
capitals. See Fig. 8

Know When To Apply Underlines And Italics
Underlined text, bold underlined text and slabs of text in italics become 
difficult to read.

This underlined block of text is hard to read if it is in a bold font is 
becomes even harder to read when there is a lot more text, and if in 

italics it again is not as easy on the eye.

More About Designing with Type to  
Create Legible Blocks of Text 
We established from the very beginning of this course that design is  
all about problem-solving, so it should come as no surprise that when 
working with typography, creating emphasis is also achieved by applying 
the problem-solving approach. 

As discussed previously and in Module 1, additional considerations in creating 

legible text are:

Characters And Spacing
The optimal number of characters (letters, spaces) per line is between 
60 and 72. More than this creates problems for the eye to read, while less 
interrupts the flow of reading and makes for too much movement of the 
head. See Fig 8

Fig. 8   Examples of things to avoid in order to  
maintain better legibility with your text

Topic 3: More About Designing With Type
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Avoid Fine Fonts When Reversing Text Out 
Fine typefaces are difficult to read when reversed out. Try thicker or bolder 
font versions. See Fig. 9

Glyphs and Symbols
(a) Glyphs
Glyphs (from a Greek word meaning carving) are symbols that may be  
inserted into text or charts. Glyphs come with many fonts, for example, 
the glyphs that come with Myriad Pro, Light, the font that we use in this 
layout comes with basic symbols that are easily inserted int text. 

To access glyphs, go to Type, Glyphs and you should be able to find most 
of the basic characters that you may need:

E.G.
• Copyright symbol = ©
• Trademark = ™
• Fractions =¼, ½, ¾, 
• French accents = à, á, ê 
• Degrees =˚
• tick = √
• Square root = ₂
• Pound = £ 

(b) Analphabetic Symbols or “Dingbats”
Analphabetic symbols, otherwise known as “Dingbats” are ornamental 
typographic marks that are not normally part of font or character sets but 
useful elements for layout design.

They may be elaborate letters and flourishes, stars, arrowheads,  
punctuation marks, mathematical and scientific symbols and so forth that 
may be typed directly on to the page. You can then enlarge and play with 
them, creating borders and other design elements.

There are thousands of fonts of dingbats and many such as Zapf Dingbats 
come automatically with the computer. 

For Example:  

if you type the alphabet, copy, paste and change it to Zapf Dingbats, this 
is what you will find:

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

becomes

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Go on to complete Assessment Exercise A, Assessment 4  
before returning to complete Topics 3, 4 and 5.

Erunt litas ipsapienesti que 
dis dem facesti nullignis expel 
id eossit, is quatur apel ent.

Ecatisto to te et ullabore 
porent ad exerum venissum 
fuga. Tur, con con proviti spell 
oremquam enien.

Fig. 9. Example of  how a fine font 
reversed out is harder to read.
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Work through each section listed below.

Go back to the online movies and view the following:

Foundations of Typography by Ina Saltz
www.lynda.com/Typography-tutorials/Kerning-kerning-
pairs/106698/121861-4.html

3. Spacing and alignment
• Kerning and kerning pairs
• Tracking and leading
• Exploring variations in type alignment
• Hyphenation and justification
• Indents, outdents, and hanging punctuation
• Other typographic best practices

4. Touching on Type Design
• Where type begins
• Related parts an shapes: Family resemblances
• Designing a typeface
• Legibility and readibility
• How legibility and readability differ
• Examining factors affecting legibility
• Hierarchy and functionality
• Systemized hierarchy
• Paragraphs, drop caps, and entry points
• Typographic abominations

6. Typographic Composition
• Opposing forces of typography
• The grid: a structure for containing type
• Contrast and scale

You will need to be connected to the Internet to undertake the  
following activities.

Work through the listed movie tutorials, following the topics as listed 
below. Take it at your own pace to ensure you understand, and do not be 
afraid to repeat any sections you are unclear about. 

Take your time. Time spent learning the fundamentals at this stage of the 
course is well spent and ultimately will impact on your progress. 

Even if you are familiar with the program, go through the movie tutorials 
anyway. 

You may be surprised at what you learn.

Click back onto your InDesign screen. Play with each section to your 
heart’s content. 

Then move on to the next part. 

Keep in mind that at this stage, although you may be itching to start draw-
ing and developing ‘creative’ layouts we are working through the movies 
to ensure that you learn how to lay out blocks of text effectively. We will 

move on to playing with text shortly, so enjoy exploring and playing with fonts! 

Understanding how to lay out and format text well makes all the  
difference to any design, as I hope you will soon see if you don’t already!

Note that with InDesign, you are only able to apply the italic version of a 
typeface or font if you have it or if it is contained in the font family. 

Previous software programs allowed changing of fonts to italic, which 
ended up creating problems with printing further down the track. Auto 
leading is 120%. 

Remember to apply English/Australian or the appropriate spellcheck 
when using the dictionary.

Movies For Designing With Type

https://www.lynda.com/Typography-tutorials/Kerning-kerning-pairs/106698/121861-4.html
https://www.lynda.com/Typography-tutorials/Kerning-kerning-pairs/106698/121861-4.html
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7. Thinking with type
• Typographic expressiveness
• The emotional impact of type
• Three dimensional type

8. Specialized Uses
• Working with numbers
• Expert characters and analphabetic symbols
• Using typography to navigate content
• Using typography to navigate the environment

Final Thoughts
• Managing fonts and building your type library
• Developing your typographic eye
• Breaking the rules
• What’s next

Then go on to:

InDesign Typography with Nigel French
www.lynda.com/InDesign-tutorials/Setting-leading/101959/110184-4.htm
l?srchtrk=index%3a1%0alinktypeid%3a2%0aq%3aInDesign+Typography+
with+Nigel+French%0apage%3a1%0as%3arelevance%0asa%3atrue%0apr
oducttypeid%3a2

5. Leading
• Setting leading
• Avoiding auto leading
• Leading shortcuts and preferences
• Using autoleading with inline graphics

6. Kerning and Tracking
• Defining Kerning and Tracking
• Understanding Kerning methods 
• When and how to kern
• When and how to track

Although he gives great pointers, we don’t believe it necessary  

for you to do any more of Nigel’s movies at this stage. The main thing at the 

moment is that you apply what we have covered so far.

By the end of this course I hope that you will be applying the sound  
designer practices recommended throughout as a matter of habit.

Although we go into professional practice in detail in Part B, I cannot  
stress too strongly how important it is to thoroughly check your work to 
eliminate any minor errors which may slip in throughout the design  
process, and if possible ask someone else to check your work also.

A simple typo or layout error may make all of the difference to your final 
result and ruin any design. 

The last thing you want is  to have an unhappy client, so always check 
your work prior to sending to the client for proofing, and always have your 
client check and sign off on that proof.

https://www.lynda.com/InDesign-tutorials/Setting-leading/101959/110184-4.html?srchtrk=index%3a1%0alinktypeid%3a2%0aq%3aInDesign+Typography+with+Nigel+French%0apage%3a1%0as%3arelevance%0asa%3atrue%0aproducttypeid%3a2
https://www.lynda.com/InDesign-tutorials/Setting-leading/101959/110184-4.html?srchtrk=index%3a1%0alinktypeid%3a2%0aq%3aInDesign+Typography+with+Nigel+French%0apage%3a1%0as%3arelevance%0asa%3atrue%0aproducttypeid%3a2
https://www.lynda.com/InDesign-tutorials/Setting-leading/101959/110184-4.html?srchtrk=index%3a1%0alinktypeid%3a2%0aq%3aInDesign+Typography+with+Nigel+French%0apage%3a1%0as%3arelevance%0asa%3atrue%0aproducttypeid%3a2
https://www.lynda.com/InDesign-tutorials/Setting-leading/101959/110184-4.html?srchtrk=index%3a1%0alinktypeid%3a2%0aq%3aInDesign+Typography+with+Nigel+French%0apage%3a1%0as%3arelevance%0asa%3atrue%0aproducttypeid%3a2
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Proofreading Text
In the past, graphic designers and desktop publishers were handed 
information, which they used to create attractive and functional layouts 
without taking much notice of the content. 

Increasingly, clients now assume that designers will assist in fine-tuning 
their copy and in many instances they rely on us to create the copy as well 
as design layouts. 

As a result, the ability to write copy increases employability of designers, 
and to protect their reputation, designers must be prepared at the very 
least, to discreetly check and correct copy for their clients. 

It is also very wise to have the client check and sign off on the final proof 
prior to going to print. We will go into print and pre-print procedures later 
in this course. 

For those who intend to go seriously into desktop publishing, it is recom-
mended you obtain and follow a style manual for authors, editors and 
printers to understand and follow proofreading signs and marks.

Spellchecking
It is also wise to always apply ‘spellcheck’. As we discussed in Tutorial 1, 
always make sure that you have adjusted the spellcheck on your computer 
so that it is appropriate to the country in which you reside.

In Australia, we apply Australian English and not American English as  
there are too many differences in spelling ( colour—color,  
organise—organize, metre—meter). If unsure, for Australia check spelling 
in the Macquarie Dictionary. 

To access spellcheck in InDesign CC go to Edit > Spelling > Check Spelling. 
See Fig. 10

Topic 4: Developing Sound Designer Practices 

Fig. 10. Check spelling .
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Part B

Simple layout for a wedding invitation.

Part C

Application of tools and skills to the layout of large blocks of text.

Assessment Performance Criteria
To be awarded recognition in this module you will need to demonstrate 
competency in the following performance criteria. 

You will be assessed on your ability to:
• Element 1: Research and apply glyphs 
• Element 2: Research, select fonts and complete a simple layout for a  

wedding invitation.
• Element 3: Set up documents. This includes document preparation to: 

     > create new documents in landscape and portrait formats 
     > create grids and apply margins. 

• Element 4: Copy fit and format larger blocks of text, including:  
select and manipulate type to create legible, readable typography for 
longer text format and create and apply paragraph and character styles 
to include paragraph spacing and text headers, subheads, body copy 
and dot points and apply colour tints and spellcheck.

• Element 5: Evaluate your layout.

Marking Guide
This will give you an idea of how each part contributes to the assessment 
of this assignment.  
Part A: Application of Glyphs = 20% 
Part B: Wedding Invitation Layout = 30% 
Part C: Layout of Text Block = 50%

Make sure that you complete all parts of this assessment.

The purpose of this assessment is to:
Assessment 4 provides you with a range of tasks designed specifically to 
enable you to demonstrate competency in the design skills outlined in 
this module.

This assessment is designed to assess your ability to apply 
everything that you have learned in this module, including:
• research, explore and apply glyphs
• select fonts and create a simple layout for a wedding invitation
• select fonts and create a layout for and format large block of text. 

You need to demonstrate competency in meeting challenges that can 
be found in a real working environment, how you handle the day-to-day 
pressures, deadlines and competing priorities. 

Prerequisites for undertaking this assessment
You will need to have:
• completed the learning tutorial and activities for this module to  

ensure that you are ready to undertake this assignment
• access to a computer
• access to the Internet to send in your assignment when completed.

Before you begin:
• Read through this assessment.
• Make sure you understand what you are required to do.
• Contact the College and ask about anything you don’t understand. 

Your assessment consists of:
Part A

Exploration and application of glyphs.

Topic 5: Assessment 4 
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Part A
(a) Explore Glyphs on your computer and reproduce up to 10 glyphs.  
(E.G. copyright, trademark, fractions, French accents,degrees, tick and any 
others that you may wish to reproduce).

(b) Research and create a border applying a glyph pattern. 

Part B
Lay out and submit a simple wedding invitation using the text below:

1. Select appropriate fonts.

2. Create a simple layout bearing in mind all of the elements.

Together with their parents, Coco Blogs and Joe Webb invite you to join 
them to celebrate their wedding at at 2pm on 21 May 2050 at the Rose 
Garden in South Park, 5 Sunset Boulevarde, Parkdale followed by a recep-
tion at Heart on the Park.  
RSVP 1 April 2050 to PO Box 222 Parkdale. 

By the way, here is a great link to a site that you may find really good for 
card layouts etc: https://paperlust.co

Part C
This task has been set to give you practice in laying out text.

1. Create a new landscape document and label as: Layout 1

(a) Add margins and creat a 5 column grid (as in this layout)

(b) Set this grid to have x 2 two column layouts

(c) Copy and paste cup cake text and apply text flow

(d) Change the font to one of your choice, bearing in mind readability.

(e) Change font size to 10

(f ) Set text to Align Left

(g) Adjust leading to enlarge line spacing to make your text more readable

(h) Adjust paragraph spacing

(i) Create paragraph and character styles to include paragraph spacing and 
text headers, subheads, body copy and dot points.

(j) Create x 2 Drop Caps, adjusting kerning.

(k) Find and change “applicake” to “apple cake”.

(l) Adjust tracking if necessary and change the colour of text if you have 
done so to show me what you have done.

2. Copy your layout 1 to make x 3 additional copies. Paste and label as 
Layout 2 and Layout 3 and Layout 4: 

(a) Adjust text to Align Right on Layout 2

(b) Adjust text to be Justified on Layout 3

(c) Adjust text to be Centre Aligned on Layout 4

(d) Compare these four different layouts. Which layout looks best? Why? 

3. Copy and create a new document as portrait and save as Layout 5.

(a) Set up as a 3 column layout, don’t forget the margins!

(b) Add and align text

(c) Create paragraph and character styles to include paragraph spacing 
and text headers, subheads, body copy and dot points

(d) Lay out text to include these Headers, subheads, dot points and soforth

(e) What do you notice about the three column layout?

Assessment 4 requires you to submit: 
Part A

• Research and examples of glyphs x 10. 
• Border made from researched glyph/s.

Part B

• Layout for wedding invitation

Part C

• x5 different layouts of text as directed in Assessment 4 

Make sure that you have followed the guidelines, then label file 
and submit the assessment online. 

Assessment 4 (cont.)
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Text from Cupcake Ipsum 
Oat cake bear claw bonbon chocolate cake sug-
ar plum powder bear claw bear claw cake. Dragée 
pie gingerbread apple pie . Carrot cake tootsie 
roll cookie candy canes biscuit bonbon chocolate 
brownie gummi bears. Pudding powder sweet apple 
pie. Danish pastry toffee croissant marzipan . 
Bear claw bear claw croissant icing dessert des-
sert chocolate wafer. Cookie cotton candy bear 
claw cheesecake sugar plum cookie wafer. Cookie 
brownie danish wafer bonbon gummi bears powder. 
Apple pie cheesecake cake marzipan candy canes. 
Tart ice cream  carrot cake marshmallow. Tiramisu 
gummies jujubes sugar plum muffin. Chocolate bar 
bonbon biscuit gingerbread sweet gummies. Oat 
cake soufflé sweet. 
Lollipop icing chocolate cake gummies pastry 
lemon drops dragée oat cake. Caramels cake chupa 
chups. Jelly-o toffee candy marzipan sugar plum 
apple pie. Chupa chups soufflé toffee candy sweet 
roll lollipop macaroon marshmallow bonbon. Ju-
jubes halvah pastry dessert. Dragée chupa chups 
jujubes cookie. Bonbon sweet roll dragée jelly 
beans apple pie gummies. Toffee soufflé applicake 
cookie. Liquorice pudding marzipan dessert  jel-
ly. Lollipop lemon drops fruitcake liquorice ice 
cream. Jelly-o pie tiramisu chocolate bar biscuit 
muffin muffin cheesecake cotton candy. Cotton can-
dy cake liquorice pastry ice cream. Cotton candy 
jelly beans cake jelly beans jujubes lemon drops 
sesame snaps . 
Sweet roll jelly beans tootsie roll sugar plum 
powder. Muffin gummi bears liquorice apple pie. 
Jujubes icing jelly-o candy  soufflé tart toffee. 
Macaroon biscuit marshmallow gingerbread toffee 
marzipan cheesecake caramels sweet. Cotton candy 
lollipop jujubes lollipop  sweet roll lollipop 
jelly-o sugar plum. Marzipan bear claw jujubes 
lemon drops ice cream tiramisu halvah. Brownie 
sugar plum marzipan jelly cheesecake muffin gum-
mies apple pie. Oat cake brownie caramels  lol-
lipop gummi bears chocolate wafer. Jelly-o wafer 
apple pie dragée topping donut. Topping ginger-
bread  jelly-o lemon drops jelly beans sweet 
roll. Ice cream tiramisu apple pie sweet roll 
sesame snaps. Lollipop candy ice cream chocolate 

cake. Dragée powder dragée sugar plum gummies 
tart. 
Pudding chocolate cake tiramisu dessert topping. 
Candy wafer jelly-o apple pie dragée apple pie. 
Brownie dessert marzipan dessert brownie. Donut 
chocolate cake dessert apple pie apple pie oat 
cake apple pie brownie dragée. Jelly jelly beans 
wafer jelly beans wafer bonbon. Sugar plum cook-
ie carrot cake halvah toffee dessert wafer tart 
applicake. Gingerbread dragée cookie croissant 
soufflé pudding chupa chups. Tootsie roll marsh-
mallow candy canes bonbon gummies muffin. Biscuit 
danish wafer croissant tiramisu danish ginger-
bread. Donut lollipop icing tiramisu gummi bears 
macaroon carrot cake cake. Dragée cookie chupa 
chups jelly beans dessert cookie fruitcake. Ice 
cream caramels gummi bears dessert. Lemon drops 
chupa chups carrot cake. 
Oat cake jelly beans sweet roll apple pie jelly 
applicake dragée halvah cookie. Tart jelly mar-
zipan chocolate bar brownie sugar plum bonbon  
muffin. Jelly beans marshmallow muffin croissant 
chupa chups biscuit marzipan. Gummi bears  ti-
ramisu marshmallow tart cotton candy chocolate 
bar lemon drops fruitcake. Wafer chupa chups dra-
gée lemon drops fruitcake toffee applicake donut 
cotton candy. Liquorice donut chocolate oat cake 
sweet. Marshmallow wafer soufflé pudding powder. 
Sweet cake bear claw cupcake wafer macaroon dra-
gée. Biscuit dragée cupcake lollipop. Soufflé pud-
ding biscuit chocolate bar. Oat cake ice cream 
oat cake fruitcake. Donut muffin donut bear claw. 
Jelly beans apple pie apple pie sesame snaps ic-
ing chocolate wafer chupa chups. 
Lollipop caramels donut gingerbread macaroon. 
Chocolate cupcake chocolate cake fruitcake pow-
der. Wafer candy cookie chocolate . Lollipop tart 
applicake. Wafer danish danish pastry bear claw 
sesame snaps. Tart sweet applicake croissant dan-
ish cake bonbon candy canes. Cookie liquorice 
sweet roll caramels soufflé donut chocolate bar 
jelly sweet roll. Candy apple pie jelly. Powder 
liquorice marzipan bear claw carrot cake muffin 
cheesecake dessert. Candy canes sugar plum liquo-
rice ice cream chocolate cake applicake chocolate 
bar cake carrot cake. Oat cake gummi bears cotton 
candy marzipan macaroon brownie apple pie. Cotton 
candy tart candy.
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Soufflé carrot cake pie chocolate bar bonbon 
cheesecake topping gummi bears dessert. Chocolate 
bar cookie gummies icing macaroon halvah can-
dy canes lemon drops jelly. Applicake bear claw 
cheesecake cake fruitcake caramels carrot cake. 
Croissant lemon drops dragée pie dragée cheese-
cake cake croissant ice cream. Fruitcake donut 
croissant jujubes. Pastry muffin toffee. Bear claw 
tootsie roll marzipan pastry danish applicake 
croissant sweet marshmallow. Sesame snaps cheese-
cake applicake jujubes chocolate cake liquorice 
cheesecake.  pudding oat cake lollipop brownie. 
Chocolate soufflé tootsie roll gingerbread. Toffee 
danish ice cream bear claw. Candy apple pie can-
dy icing. Lollipop cupcake halvah. Icing sesame 
snaps powder. 
Candy canes soufflé jelly beans marshmallow halvah 
toffee sesame snaps chocolate cake candy canes. 
Tiramisu donut chocolate chocolate soufflé choco-
late cake jujubes donut sweet roll. Powder pud-
ding bear claw donut gingerbread chocolate bar 
powder. Pastry chupa chups tiramisu gingerbread 
bear claw macaroon chocolate. Powder toffee lol-
lipop. Chupa chups lollipop sugar plum tart wa-
fer dessert. Jelly halvah cake. Jujubes ice cream 
topping fruitcake topping liquorice croissant. 
Sesame snaps toffee caramels. Cookie marzipan 
brownie cookie cotton candy apple pie. Dessert 
chupa chups toffee chocolate cake brownie fruit-
cake donut. Biscuit sweet roll toffee sweet candy 
jujubes. 
Tootsie roll sugar plum apple pie powder sesame 
snaps lemon drops fruitcake. Chocolate cookie  
tart jelly. Fruitcake chocolate bar sweet roll 
wafer liquorice caramels  toffee. Pie cupcake 
jujubes tootsie roll. Dessert sugar plum topping 
gummies tiramisu brownie cheesecake candy pie. 
Carrot cake wafer jelly beans marshmallow. Tart 
muffin tiramisu jelly-o powder. 
Cheesecake dessert candy canes bonbon  icing 
liquorice jelly-o toffee. Danish toffee ginger-
bread pie pastry pudding jujubes. Jujubes biscuit 
cheesecake. Sweet roll carrot cake sugar plum 
caramels cake candy canes. Dessert jelly beans 
biscuit jelly beans sesame snaps dessert pudding 
apple pie. Donut donut chocolate jelly-o bonbon 
bonbon caramels pie sweet roll. Lollipop jelly 
beans cheesecake bear claw croissant donut carrot 
cake ice cream caramels. 

Jujubes chocolate jelly cookie jelly sugar plum 
chupa chups chupa chups. Cheesecake jelly-o ap-
ple pie lemon drops sweet. Powder muffin tootsie 
roll cheesecake. Powder  dessert chocolate. Wafer 
lemon drops liquorice biscuit tart. Gingerbread 
cotton candy toffee sesame snaps bear claw chupa 
chups halvah lollipop apple pie. Liquorice brown-
ie liquorice jelly-o. Gummi bears jelly-o pie  
jelly. Gummi bears fruitcake donut muffin. Carrot 
cake apple pie powder. Jelly beans chocolate bar 
toffee marshmallow cotton candy brownie cookie  
chocolate bar. Icing dessert ice cream. 
Apple pie pudding cotton candy marzipan sesa-
me snaps wafer jelly. Gingerbread cupcake ti-
ramisu. Marzipan biscuit jelly marshmallow appli-
cake chocolate bar. Muffin  lemon drops croissant 
marshmallow jujubes. Cupcake pastry pastry brown-
ie muffin sugar plum fruitcake. Bonbon pudding 
chocolate gummi bears cookie cupcake pastry sweet 
roll liquorice 
Oat cake fruitcake cupcake dragée gingerbread 
toffee gingerbread wafer. Caramels donut cake. 
Marshmallow chupa chups sweet roll topping hal-
vah. Powder candy marzipan tiramisu sugar plum 
donut candy. Lollipop topping pudding toffee 
cookie dragée fruitcake oat cake chupa chups. 
Donut gummies pudding ice cream oat cake cake 
marshmallow. Jelly-o jujubes applicake candy 
canes oat cake. Chocolate halvah bear claw top-
ping donut apple pie cupcake sesame snaps. 
Cotton candy dragée cookie chocolate cake fruit-
cake cookie pastry. Chupa chups jujubes jujubes 
applicake bear claw. Toffee macaroon pastry ti-
ramisu. Candy canes sweet roll tart chupa chups. 
Marshmallow apple pie chupa chups. Carrot cake 
chocolate bar icing jujubes. Candy canes halvah 
gummi bears. Chocolate lemon drops toffee bis-
cuit. Cookie sesame snaps applicake sweet roll 
applicake. Candy brownie marzipan carrot cake 
lemon drops pastry. Muffin bonbon macaroon pastry 
carrot cake. Tart chocolate cake caramels muffin. 
Wafer applicake oat cake. Cheesecake jelly candy 
cake sweet ice cream biscuit carrot cake tootsie 
roll.

See next page
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If you need to, go back online to Lynda.com and review:

CC Essential Training with David Blatner
https://www.lynda.com/InDesign-tutorials/Applying-basic-character-
styling/120609/137564-4.html

12. Character Formatting
• Applying basic character styling
• Using Typekit
• Applying advanced character formatting
• Changing case
• Using Find/Change for text formatting
• Using Find Font

13. Paragraph Formatting
• Applying formatting to a paragraph
• Spanning a paragraph across multiple columns
• Using Drop Caps
• Setting tabs
• Adding rules (lines above or below a paragraph
• Adding automatic bullets
• Numbering paragraphs

14. Styles
• Creating and applying paragraph styles
• Using character styles
• Editing and refining styles
• Using object styles
• Applying styles with Quick Apply

Note: While researching for this assessment I discovered some alternative text  

generators that you can use instead of lorem ipsum. 

Under 22 different alternatives for placeholder text I discovered some  

interesting ones, and I would advise you to be very careful if you decide to  

use any of these.

Be careful because:
• some contain traps due to additional inclusion including websites  

inserted into the text. I edited out of the cup cakes text a website address  

that appeared on about 22 occasions. It was selling underpants!!

• Some contain questionable language that if used as placeholder text would 

not provide your clients with a favourable impression and would reflect 

poorly on your professionalism. (one professed user of some of the quotes 

from films claimed to have been sacked for using it!!)

You can find this alternative placeholder text on:
• www.webresourcesdepot.com/got-bored-of-lorem-ipsum-22-different-

alternatives-for-placeholder-text/
• www.cupcakeipsum.com

https://www.lynda.com/InDesign-tutorials/Applying-basic-character-styling/120609/137564-4.html
https://www.lynda.com/InDesign-tutorials/Applying-basic-character-styling/120609/137564-4.html
http://www.webresourcesdepot.com/got-bored-of-lorem-ipsum-22-different-alternatives-for-placeholder-text/
http://www.webresourcesdepot.com/got-bored-of-lorem-ipsum-22-different-alternatives-for-placeholder-text/
http://www.cupcakeipsum.com
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